
Ho e and Friendshi Ministries
Extending the hand of a friend, instilling hope, enacting acts of kindness

Times are difficult in every corner of the world, even in Lemont. We have an example on a smaller scale of
how diverse our national economy is and the variations in household incomes. There are those that have
been blessed with abundance and whose worries may be many, but financial stresses and restraints are not of
them. Then we have the families that are doing their best just to remain in the cornmunity they call home,
some of those blocks away from those that have not had to experience such a depressive feeling of financial
struggle, strain of physical setbacks, or loneliness of emotional trials.

Hope and Friendship Ministries is one of many organizations in our caring town that tries to reach out to those
in financial, emotional, and physical crisis. Though we can not always provide immediate financial sources or
answers that will resolve the probleffis, our goal is to extend a hand of friendship to teassute that
"someone" is awane of their struggles- ares to be an ear and works to prouide any means of aid
possible- driven by the ultimate goal of being a conduit from thore that have to thore that n&d,

Hope and Friendship is a conduit of surplus whether it be meals, redistributing used household appliances,
furniture, and belongings from households that have surplus to households that are in need of these iteffis, or
in some cases pub out a call of need to raise funds or accept donations to provide a new item or help to cover
a cost that othenruise can not be covered. Hope and Friendship projects have been but are not limited to:
organizing Thanksgiving and Chrismas dinners; winter clothing drives and spring household cleaning supply
collection; hosting an "Unbirthday Parlry"- a huge bash for the children who have not been privileged to be the
guest of honor at an elaborate birthday celebration; donations of food are received from restaurants or
persons then distributed to households that are so appreciative of such items that they must walk by at the
food store for lack of funds in the grocery budge$ offers of yard work and household tasks are received than
offered to those who are unable to complete or who face the dismal task of upkeep of their homes though it is
physically irnpossible. It is my belief that a friend is someone who reaches for your hand and touches your
heart. Though I cannot provide everything I would like to for those the households that experience such
strain, I try to provide opportunities for them to benefit from the kindness and generosity of their "friends and
neighboi's" arcund them, anC in Lernont, I have found, that there are many!

One of my goals is to network to meet and connect those that need with those that have the resources to aid,
Often it is not what you have it is who you know: a connection for a job, for assistance with aid, furniture that
fills a void, counseling, etc. It has been amazing to see God work among the people in this community. I send
out emails making many aware of needs and if you can, or know of someone who can, assist please help me
to connect these friends together.

Your assistance in any form (physical, financial, or spiritual) provides hope for Lemont residents who have
been experiencing tremendous difficulties, and a hand of friendship that offers the financial, physical, and
emotional support that they so need. I truly appreciate you even taking the time to read and learn about what
Hope and Friendship wants to be the conduit for.

If you wish to be a part of these and other acts of kindness please contact me at
hopeandfriendship@com.cast.net and I will include you in future emails.

Wishing you peace,
Terri O'Neill

Email- hopeanCf rienCshripGcorncast " net
630-8L6-4972


